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When Otto Brunner's Land und Herrschaft was published at Vienna
in 1939, it inaugurated controversies in the interpretation of medieval
government in Europe which have lasted until today. One of the
leading legal historians of the time, Heinrich Mitteis, I opened the
debate in 1941 with a forty-four page review in Germany's most
prestigious historical periodical, Historische Zeitschnft,2 an incisive
piece of scholarship itself reprinted more than once. 3 Over the years
Brunner's book has been through a mixture of six German editions

and revisions, and was issued in an Italian translation in 1983. Now it
is available in English in a careful translation by Professors Howard
Kaminsky and James Van Hom Melton as Land and Lordship.
Slue/ures of governance in medieval Auslria.4 The preservation of
Land in the title just cited is not a misprint. Throughout their version
the translators have preferred to preserve Brunner's Land in the original German as a technical term for the medieval social community
existing under the law rather than opting for the geographical and in
the social sense neutral English word 'land'. Reasons for this decision will become apparent.
With iconoclastic enthusiasm Otto Brunner asserted that sovereignty in the classical or modem legal and political senses possessed
no relevance for the European Middle Ages in spite of the existence
of kings and princes, city councils and prelates of the Church, as well
as many other individuals and organizations that exercised powers of
government. By means of an analysis of the extremely formidable
feud s launched as late as the sixteenth century by the nobility of
Austria against their rightful dukes (whose theoretical authority was
fortified by their titles of king of the Romans and German emperor
after 1438), Brunner concluded that the normal political relationship
between ruler and nobleman consisted of a simple and personal set of
rights and obligations which included, as one of its understood
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licenses, the feud. But feud was restricted in its application. In
appearance at least, it had to be undertaken for good cause as an
acceptable method for justifying claims not otherwise possible to
establish by peaceful negotiation.

Any political history of the Middle Ages that ignores the feud
bars itself from those insights that alone can describe
medieval political action in a meaningful way, and will fail to
grasp the inner structure or 'constitution' of a world in which
the feud was an essential element. Only by examining the
feud can one understand the structural relationship between
state and politics, might and right, in the Middle Ages. Feuds,
whether between the ruler and the local powers or among
these powers themselves, were the vehicle for all political
action that involved anned force. 5
The Austrian feud, with this extraordinarily promoted historical
significance, provided Brunner with the substance for the first of his
five long chapters, ' Peace and Feud' .
Brunner maintained that our understanding of medieval political
structures ought to be emptied, not of rightfully constituted authority
as such, but of all modem notions of sovereign power and state superiority; of the levelling status of citizen and subject (in spite of their
usage in texts influenced by Roman Law studies); and of notions
about a realistic sanction against treason. His extensive theoretical
discussion of all this , including a negative assessment of previous
scholarship, make up his second chapter, entitled 'State, Law, and
Constitution'. The simplification of the political landscape which was
a consequence of Brunner's demolition work meant that radically
new ex planations had to be found for the actual structure of medieval
polities and their governance. There had come into existence the law,
the ruler who protected it, and the community over which the ruler
presided, existing within a geographical space of Ouctuating boundaries, and together they constituted the Land of Brunner's title. So
this Land was a legal idea not merely analogous with an area or a
named region or a political territory, but nearer to 'district' in one of
its original senses as a juridical dimension6 in which, in the medieval
milieu, all rights, authority, and law added up to a shared endeavour
partly to do with administering the law courts, partly to do with the
defence of the land, and partly allowing for self-defence within the
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land. Such definitions are ewlained in Brunner's third chapter, 'The
Land and its Law '. Succinctly he commented that
... the Land was in fact a community of peace and Right united by a particular body of law. This community, the people of
the Land, was also its political embodiment, which might or
might not have had a territorial prince but did require a military leader and one who could preside at its judicial assemblies ... The law of the Land was the law of a landholding
people, of a rural community (in the broadest sense) of these
settled on the land 7
Otto Brunner's research was concerned chiefly with the Land,
nobility, and rulers of Austria. A march separated from the duchy of
Bavaria in 976, the duchy of Austria was established by imperial
charter in 1156, and subsequently other lands were acquired by
Austria's rulers as separate principalities with a Land structure of
their own;' Styria in 1192, Carinthia and Camiola in 1335, and Tyrol
in 1363. Brunner created an evocative and convincing account of the
institutions in these Liinder, to back up his theory of the Land as a
political-legal community in action. We hear about the exercise of
ducal lordship, the evolution of representative estates, rights of taxation, court meetings and the execution of the law, urban rights and
obligations, the use of the ducal fisc, means of defence, and the application of Landfrieden (here, local peace-keeping associations).
Brunner's purpose therefore was not solely to replace a state-bound
and anachronistic concept of rulership with a fresh definition nearer
to medieval reality, but to describe and to explain the actual exercise
of lordship in the Land with an account of the relevant orders and
institutions of society at work. For Brunner the hallmark of this distinctively medieval version of a nobility-dominated society remained
the justifiable inclusion of the feud into political life as an important
and custom-bound means of redress.
The feud was as integral to medieval political life as war is to
the modem state and international law. Indeed, the feud was
an essential element of medieval constitutional structure. To
have actually eliminated the feud, as opposed merely to issuing ineffective prohibitions against it, would have transfonned
the very structure of the medieval polity. That is not to say
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that the feud, however inescapable as a fact, was not seen by
contemporaries as the consequence of sin .. , It considered the
feud an evil, but one as unavoidable as crop failures and

famine. 9
In Brunner's conception of the Land not merely as a geographical
or political region put together by some German noble dynasty or
prince-bishop, but as a human communal structure (however severe
its fracture-lines of violence) embracing the law and the people with
their socio-economic needs and activities, he recognized that in nOfmal circumstances such a community in medieval Gennany did
require direction by a territorial prince, 10 But for Brunner the point
was that such structures preceded, in the sense of Gennany's social
hi story, the actual political history of the ri se of princely dynastic
authority from the eleventh century onwards. A Land was 'an order
having its own characteristic economic and political structure, and
however different its various historical manifestations, its common
trait was its character as a politicaJ association of those cultivating
and ruling the land .... It belonged to a world that was overwhelmingly agrarian, even after the rise of towns.' 11 h struck Brunner that this
species of social arrangement long preceded the rise of noble dynasties and their exercise of ruling power. and must have been implied
in the society which followed the collapse of the Roman imperial
order in the West.
Civitas, tribe, and Land were associations of arms-bearing
men, peasant or noble, able to fight for their rights. For every
pursuit of rights, whether in a feud or in court, was a fight.
The lawbreaker who committed a felony became an 'enemy'
of the individual or community whose rights he injured. Once
an individual transgressed the fundamental laws of the
community, he was deprived of peace and the protection it
guaranteed. He was now peaceless. an outlaw and an enemy.12

It was useful for Brunner's case to claim antique pedigree for his
concept of the late medieval Land since it functionally connected his
analyses of Land communities with the general evolution of Gennan
society, law, and politics into which the history of territorial lords
had to be fitted; , ... the Land as a unitary entity could not exist without a judicial community, the people of the land, living by its law. It
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was they, not the lord, who were the "core" and embodiment of the
Land.' 13
[n reverting to the subject of the prince and his authority as phenomena incorporated into the Land structures, Brunner devoted the
last two of his five chapters to analysing the nature of lordship as
exercised by princes in particular and by the nobility of the Liinder
in general. He defined lordship as protective authority, ' ... the right of
protection - the heart of all lordship', 14 hedged by duties and derived
ultimately from the Germanic tribal usage of the 'house' or noble
residence as the basis of protective lordship, hence the title of his
fourth chapter, 'House, Household, and Lordship'. Discarding any
descent from the Roman legal application of dominium, for Brunner
the house was the nucleus of all lordship; ' ... the lordship's organizational and legal center was the lord's house, and not even the most

firmly consolidated lordship was ·thought of in terms of a whole circumscribed area.' 15 The 'house' was updated in the era of larger resi-

dential stone castles setting in by the end of the eleventh century in
the sense that they now provided toponyms for the dynasties
involved, as well as emerging as the functional centrepieces of
princely jurisdiction. 16
Well aware of the consequences of larger castles for the waxing

power of the nobility, Brunner was able to dovetail all this with other
phenomena which improved aristocratic authority after 1100. For

example, in the long exposition which makes up his fifth chapter,
'Lordship over the Land; The Land-Community' , he correctly associates lordship in the principalities with the Landfrieden, regional
peace-keeping associations, being proclaimed by the imperial court.
The sanctions of the Landfrieden were explicitly being delegated to
the princes, that is, the only servants of the crown who could possi-

bly make them effective in the violent circumstances of twelfth- and
thirteenth-century Gennan politics. 17
The prince' s general protective power extended over 'land

and people ' as a whole. Here his function was to safeguard
peace and Right, the peace of the Land, thereby preserving the
common good or salus publica. Although this had traditionally been the duty of every ruler, it took on greater importance
with the territorial peace movement of the central Middle

Ages, and we already find the laws of territorial peace embodied in the Austrian territorial law of the thirteenth century.' 18
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Even in translation, Brunner's text is very demanding. and yet in
abandoning what he took to be the 'prevailing conceptual apparatus
of the nineteenth century, '19 in constructing a working model of the

Land as a juridically integrated community, and in uncovering new
perspectives on the nature of lordship itself from thoughtful examinations of Gem1anic and medieval institutions at work, it is not difficult
to realise the liberating effect which Brunner's work was bound to
make upon the students of Germany's medieval and early modem
principalities. This was reinforced by his insistence upon a refonned
conceptual vocabulary uncluttered by Roman Law overtones and in
accordance with what the primary sources actually said and meant.
Although scholars such as Heinrich Dannenbauer and Walter
Schlesinger came to parallel conclusions about the nature and origins
of medieval lordship in Germany,20 many of the historians of the
regions other than the Austro.. Bavarian cluster studied by Brunner
found that his associative, almost purposive Land did not fit at all
well with the legal, social, and territorial variety uncovered elsewhere. Austria, in other words, was the exception. Ferdinand Seibt
asserted that ' What Brunner had accepted about a Land as a legal
community of persons possessing the country in the sense of a constitutive, purported unity did not find countenance either in legal history or in regional history beyond Austria,21 and for the north
German territories he studied, Hans Kurt Schulze found 'the territorial unity of the land to have been not the point of departure but the
end result of Landesherrschaft, lordship over the land'."
It is possible that such critics misunderstood or rejected Brunner's
refusal to be subjected to a developmental chronology of
Landesgeschichle, regional history, but more serious were the doubts
raised by legal historians about Brunner's positive and central conception of 'lordship' as a powerful engine of medieval political evolution. Ironically, just as Brunner deliberately abandoned the liberal
and bourgeois tradition of German nineteenth-century constitutional
hi storiography, so he may well have relied too heavily upon another
irrelevancy, a nineteenth-century sociological construction favoured
by Hegel and Gierke, that is, the concept of lordship itself. Karl
Kroeschell, for example, has argued that ' lordship' may have no concrete meaning that can be attached without misleading anachronism
and false analogy to medieval manifestations and institutions, and
calls for more analysis to ascertain whether lordship 'existed as a
homogeneous historical phenomenon or whether this concept simply
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has a polemical or ideological function in modem sociological and
historical research.'2) One problem is that the equivalent Middle
High German word for lordship24 appears to have changed its meaning only in the thirteenth century from a quality applied to persons,

translatable roughly as 'distinction' or 'prominence', to the more
concrete domination of things, persons, or territories 25 (perhaps in

response to a newly perceived need for Gennan equivalents to the
vocabulary of Roman Law, in this case dominium). This shift in
meaning, if it did take place in the thirteenth century, would prove
inconvenient for Brunner's theory which requires a politically more

fonnative version from the eleventh. 26 But recently Johannes
Laudage has questioned Kroeschell's scepticism on this issue. He
asserts that the reality of an historical phenomenon such as medieval
lordship need not rest upon a fully clarified and consistent terminology.2? The debate will go on.
In their excellent introduction to a demanding text from any translator's viewpoint, Professors Kaminsky and Melton have considered
a quite different problem which will disturb the reader of today. Just
as he was assembling Land und Herrschaft, Otto Brunner thought
that National Socialism was providing the answer to the unresolved
pan-Germanist views which he took up in his youth. After a long
probation he was admitted to the NSDAP in 1943. This may come as
a surprise in that so many educated, middle class Austrians of his
generation were quick to see through the pretensions of Hitler and
Nazism, and realized that they would work against Austria's, and
indeed Germany's, real interest. Be that as it may, was Land und
Herrschaft therefore a fascist history book, evoking an imaginary
past where the supposed elitist virtues of Deutschtum or
'Germanism' flourished in a medieval environment uncontaminated
by bourgeois liberalism and hypocrisy? Although well-known historians of medieval Germany such as Albert Brackmann and Hermann
Aubin did serve the Third Reich in its attempt to re-arrange the historical record of Eastern Europe in its own interest,28 Brunner's own
contribution was confined to co-editing a Festschrift for Brackmann.
In Land und Herrschaft his approach to the sources and his method
of explanation were sober and professional, and it would be hard to
detect that his scholarly exposition of the medieval Austrian lands
and their ' Structures of Governance' have really been tainted by false
notions about the historical driving forces of Yolk and Fiihrung,
'people' and 'leadership', although legitimate medieval versions of
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such concepts do occur. As an ex-Nazi, Brunner lost his chair at
Vienna University in 1948.
In spite of the uproar a book of thi s scope and deliberately polemi cal approach (Mitteis noticed thi s in his review) was bound to attract,
Brunner's work assisted in coaxing Gennan Landesgeschichte or
regional investigation, so vital to an understanding of the vast
medieval empire and an enterprise still flourishing. out of unrealisti c
or confonnist interpretations. Even if Brunner is somehow 'wrong '
about crediting the justified feud as a new key for unlocking a room
full of fresh pictures about medieval politics and has overstated the
integration of Land as communitx with Herrschaft or lordship bound
together under the law as a structural whole. then his panorama of
medieval law, politics, and society in Austria and its associated lands
adds up to convi ncing Landesgeschichte, for which it remains one of
the most stimul ating of all texts.
To my mind the other great virtue of Land and Lordship lies in its
forthright attempt to answer one of the most important questions in
medieval German history . Recen tl y thi s was rephrased by Tilman
Struve as 'the question of the boundaries between the spheres of
influence of kingship and of the aristocratic order of lords - the central problem of medieval German history'" Although Brunner does
not say very much about the crow n 's au thority as such, his views
about what is to be found within the boundary of the ari stocracy's
's phere of influence' will profitably be studied for a long time to
come.
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